
Mr Richard Chadwick
General Manager, Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission
Level 20, 175 Pitt Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

14 July 2014
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Dear Mr Chadwick

Exclusive dealing notification

We act for Apple Pty Limited (Apple)

1 A notification of exclusive dealing pursuant to section 93(1) dated 11 July 2014 is enclosed
with this letter on behalf of Apple.

2. The relevant notified conduct is the requirement that Brightstar Logistics Pty Ltd, the provider
of a trade-in program for used Apple devices, use recycling and logistics services from third
party vendors specified by Apple.

3. For the reasons given in the enclosed notification, Apple is of the view that there are no public
detriments from the conduct and the conduct satisfies the test in section 93(3A)(b).

Please contact us if you have any questions regarding the enclosed notification.

Yours ^ncerely

Sophia Haq, Lawyer
+61 2 9353 5969
shaq@claytonutz.com

Bruce Lloy<
+61293534^
blloyd@clayton f.com

Enc
Your ref 2093079
Ourref 219/15255/20930279

Level 15, 1 Bligh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

GPO Box 9806
Sydney NSW 2001
DX 370 Sydney

T +61 2 9353 4000
F +61 2 8220 6700

www.claytonutz.com
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Commonwealth of Australia

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1)
NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Apple Pty Limited ACN 002 510 054 (Apple)

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person.
(Refer to direction 3)

Apple provides a range of consumer electronics products including digital
media players, personal computer devices, mobile phones, software and
accessories. It provides these products to authorised resellers and directly to
a range of consumer, business, educational institutions and government
customers through its own online and retail store channels.

Apple is establishing a program whereby customers may trade-in specified
used Apple devices at an Apple Retail Store or online. The used item may
be used as part payment towards a new device within the same category as
the device submitted by the customer (i.e. iPhone for iPhone).

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Mr Bruce Lloyd
Partner

Clayton Utz

Level 15, 1 Bligh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition
of which this notice relates:

The proposed arrangement relates to:

(a) the management and provision of a trade-in program for used Apple
devices by Brightstar Logistics Pty Ltd (Brightstar);
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(b) the acquisition of services by Brightstar from approved third party
vendors nominated by Apple to destroy and/or recycle trade-ins that
are non-resalable; and

(c) the acquisition of logistics services by Brightstar from approved
third party vendors nominated by Apple, including:
. shipping and transportation;
. security; and
. warehouse, maintenance and housekeeping.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

The notified conduct is as follows:

Subject to the satisfaction of certain criteria in the Vendor Services
Agreement (Agreement), Apple will authorise Brightstar to manage and
provide a trade-in program. Customers may trade-in used Apple devices
acquired in an Apple Retail Store, or online, as part payment towards a new
device. Brightstar will purchase the used devices and may resell those
units which meet certain functionality standards specified in the Agreement.

Brightstar will be required to acquire services (i.e. recycling and disposal
services) from third party vendors specified by Apple. Apple will allow
Brightstar to retain any and all compensation derived from the recovery and
sale of precious metals, pursuant to the schedule Brightstar develops with
the authorised third party vendor(s).

Brightstar will only be permitted to purchase certain secure-chain logistics
services from third party vendors specified by Apple. This includes
services relating to shipping and transportation, security, warehouse,
maintenance and housekeeping.

IfBrightstar breaches these requirements Apple may terminate the Vendor
Services Agreement and Brightstar will not be permitted from purchasing
and reselling used Apple devices.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Authorised providers of the trade-in program.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

1.
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(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

There is one authorised provider as at the date of this Form G. Apple does
not intend to engage additional providers.

The number of authorised providers with whom Apple is likely to deal in
the course of engaging in the conduct during the next year is not likely to
exceed 1.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names
and addresses:

Brightstar Logistics Pty Ltd

5/607 Bourke Street

Melbourne 3000

4. Public benefit claims

(a) Arguments in support of notification.
(Refer to direction 7)

The proposed conduct will provide the following benefits to the public:

(a) efficient and consistent approach to recycling and disposal of used
Apple manufachired devices by persons with the necessary technical
equipment and expertise;

(b) reduction in waste by ensuring goods are recycled where possible
and constihient elements of used devices are reused where

appropnate;

(c) enhanced competition in the market for second hand consumer

electronic devices;

(d) improved customer identity and personal data protection. Brightstar
is required to remove engravings, third party software, personal data
and customer data from used devices. If data cannot be destroyed,
the Product must be destroyed by an authorised third party vendor of
recycling services. This will ensure that any data that may in
anyway identify the previous owner cannot be re-used for any
purpose and eliminates the risk of privacy invasion or identity theft;

(e) increased safety for customers purchasing second hand Apple
devices as products that are deemed non-resalable will be securely
recycled or disposed of. This will ensure the used devices are not
acquired or resold by unauthorised persons; and

(f) provision of an efficient and safe logistics chain. This will ensure
that the used Apple devices are kept securely and not acquired or
resold by unauthorised persons. This will also ensure that devices
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are handled correctly and are not damaged, to the detriment of the
consumer, at any point in the supply chain.

The public benefits outlined above outweigh the detriment (if any) arising
from the proposed conduct.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

The provision of recycling services by approved third party vendors will
ensure that non-resalable products are properly disposed of or recycled.
The provision of logistics services by approved third party vendors will
ensure that the used devices are managed safely and securely, in order to

prevent any damage or loss. This will ensure that the Apple brand is
consistently represented by preventing non-resalable devices from re-

entering the market. This is to the benefit of both Apple, and the individual
customer that purchases second hand Apple devices.

Apple has. established that each authorised third party vendor has the
required technical expertise and equipment to safely and efficiently deal

with used Apple devices. These providers have satisfied Apple that they are
competent and familiar with the devices and can be tmsted to provide high
quality services, thereby giving rise to the benefits described above.

5. Market definition

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal
restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8)

The markets that may be affected are the markets for the provision of

recycling and disposal services (Recycling Market), and logistics services
(Logistics Market).

The market indirectly affected is the market(s) for consumer electronics
products including digital media players, personal computer devices, mobile

phones, software and accessories (Electronics Retail Market).

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

The proposed conduct will have no public detriment.
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(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

In respect of the Recycling and Logistics Market there are numerous
businesses which supply recycling and logistics services. These businesses
will continue to compete directly with the approved third party vendors.

In respect of the Electronics Retail Market, there are numerous retailers
including large retail chains, which sell consumer electronics products.
These electronics retailers will continue to compete directly with Apple

Retail Stores and the Apple Online Store selling Apple branded consumer
electronics products such as digital media players, personal computer
devices, mobile phones, software and accessories.

The public benefits of the proposed conduct outweigh the public detriments
(if any). Accordingly, Apple submits that the notification of the proposed
conduct should be allowed to stand.

Further information

(a) Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person
authorised to provide additional information in relation to this notification:

Mr Bruce Lloyd
Partner

Clayton Utz

Level 15, IBligh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

l^...IUl,l^.l±Dated.

Signed by/orf/beh^lfo^fhe^plicanty

(Signahire)
'"^  ~^.^^..

(Full Name)

..^M^.^...!JT2-....
(Organisation]

.Ausx.ccwipBTf.o,^
3L}M'EBl<5Q(V]'MISSl6NJ

(Position in Organisation)
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DIRECTIONS

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information,
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving
the notice is likely to deal "in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good
or service that is the subject matter of the notification.

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.
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